> CLEVELAND, OHIO

Quick turnarounds to
meet short timelines
… what JCC Cleveland
does best

Exceptional production
services and capabilities
We specialize in short lead times, with order
quantities that range from less than 500 pieces
to entire truckloads. Our capabilities cover everything from top-quality brown and white boxes,
one- and two-color printing, industrial packaging
and packaging supplies to custom design and
inventory reduction solutions.
• Corrugated packaging solutions

Speed and flexibility are the watchwords in our Cleveland, Ohio, facility.

• Stock boxes and folding cartons

Our lean manufacturing culture and can-do attitude keep lead times

• Foam and plastic packaging

short, so you can keep inventory low. From e-flute, triple-wall and

• Retail POP packaging solutions

RSCs to die cut containers and point of purchase displays, we supply
corrugated products of all types and grades.

• Litho laminate containers
• Packaging supplies and equipment
• Third party packaging and fulfillment
• ISTA design and test lab
• Custom replenishment solutions
• Total optimization packaging software
• Cost reduction specialists
• Sustainability experts

Seamless inventory
management
Our exclusive Electronic Vendor Managed Inventory
(eVMI) solution replenishes stock automatically
as it’s consumed. As a result, you save time,
warehouse space and, most important, money.

Outstanding design lab
Our expert designers apply the latest ArtiosCAD
software to create high-performance solutions, and
use our computerized Kongsberg cutting table for
precise prototypes. Changes can usually be made
within hours, and samples delivered in a day.

Specialty equipment

Markets

Flexo folder gluers and rotary die cutters give our Cleveland plant

• Greater Cleveland metro area
• Northeast Ohio
• Northwest Pennsylvania

the converting capacity to react quickly to your demands. We deliver
just what you need, just when you need it, even when schedules
are tight. That means you can keep costs down by keeping less
inventory on hand.

Specialty products
In addition to packaging, we also manufacture, assemble and distribute
specialty products such as build up pads, wood to corrugated, foam
to corrugated and foam to pallets. Our box on pallet program delivers
pre-assembled bulk containers on demand – you receive them on the
exact day you need them, all ready to pack and ship. You save time
and money on purchasing, labor and assembly, and you don’t need
to maintain inventory.

Specialty packaging

Our Cleveland, Ohio, plant is known for fast
response to customer needs. In addition to
corrugated containers, we also provide design,
fulfillment and shipping solutions.

At Jamestown Container Companies, we specialize in making boxes
in all styles, grades and flutes, in virtually any quantity, printed or plain,
custom designed and delivered as needed. In business since 1956,
we think of our customers first and act as their partners, providing
solutions to their packaging needs. From our new Greenpac Mill,
to our Niagara Sheets corrugator, to our Jamestown Container
manufacturing plants, our supply chain ensures the highest quality
corrugated packaging.

Creating precise prototypes is a valuable part
of our design process.

How to reach us
Whether it’s for basic supplies or a complex design challenge, regular
boxes or comprehensive shipping solutions, we welcome the opportunity
to work with you. Call us at 216-831-3700 or toll free at 800-937-0028.

JAMESTOWN CONTAINER COMPANIES
Cleveland Manufacturing Facility
8146 Bavaria Road East
Macedonia, Ohio 44056
Phone: 216-831-3700 or 800-247-1033
Fax: 330-840-2289

www.jamestowncontainer.com

